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LPW BULLETIN 

The latest events and happenings at ASN Lower Primary Wing 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

  

ASN AT A GLANCE 
 

 

• Principal Ms. Swarnima Luthra has been felicitated with the 

prestigious ‘Exemplary Pandemic Edu Leader Award’ by the Education 

World for maintaining learning continuum and fostering social 

emotional well-being amongst all stakeholders. 

• ASN in collaboration with KCCI (Korean Cultural Centre India) 

marked the 57th Anniversary of Hangeul Day and celebrated it with 

great zeal and fervor. 

• ASN under the aegis of DLSA (Delhi State Legal Services Authority), 

East conducted an ‘Awareness Program on Traffic Law’. 

• ASN Ranked 2nd among the Leader School Category in East Delhi by 

Times School Survey 2021. 

• The ‘Clean Air’ ambassadors of the primary wing along with Grade IV 

B conducted a special e-assembly as part of the School’s collaboration 

with Centre for Environment Education for the International 

campaign, ‘Freedom to Breathe’ launched by Global Action Plan and 

Blue air.  

• ASN organized a Virtual Conference on World Teachers’ Day in 

collaboration with United Nations Information Centre for India & 

Bhutan 

• ASN celebrated the momentous occasion of the 76th anniversary of the 

United Nations, by way of some wonderful and stimulating activities. 

• ASN in collaboration with Safai Bank of India Program, Mumbai 

Sustainability Centre, launched Mega Litter Less engaging 𝟐𝟓 𝐬𝐜𝐡𝐨𝐨𝐥𝐬 of 

Delhi NCR for adopting sustainable pathways in waste management 

heralding collaborative and collective actions for creating cleaner and 

greener cities and societies. 
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Dear Parent 
 

 

 

 

With festival spirits in the air and cold breeze in the weather, our children are 

all set to enjoy the November month celebrations and festivals with deep 

appreciation for our rich culture regard for our great heritage, respect, and 

responsibility towards the environment. 
 
 

In the midst of all these festivities let’s not forget to educate our kids on safe 

COVID practices and environment protection too.  Sustainable and right 

actions on our part will go a long way in securing a greener future for our 

next generation too. The children in school are being made aware of the 

hazards of bursting crackers and they do are taking a resolution to celebrate a 

noise free and smoke free Diwali. But, learning becomes forever for the little 

ones, only when it is extended at home too. So, together we need to make 

every Diwali a ‘HARIT DIWALI.’. 

 
 

Here’s what you can do to tackle common problems during Diwali: 

• Burn eco-friendly crackers to avoid pollution. 

• Light diyas instead of electrical light to save power. 

• Burn less noisy firecrackers to avoid noise pollution. 

• Make your own gift wraps by painting interesting design on newspapers 

to save paper. 

• Gift a plant to every guest and make a way for a green Diwali. 

 

Wishing everyone a happy safe and Harit Diwali! 
 
 

Dr. Renuka Rawat 

 

 

 

 

 

Message from the In-charge 



 

 

 

 
  

 

 

 

 

 

Nobody can do for little children what grandparents do. Grandparents sort of sprinkle stardust over the lives 

of little children. 

 SALUTE THE ROOT  

Grandparents are the greatest treasure one could ever cherish, they are the founders of a loving legacy, 

they are the greatest storytellers. Through their special love and care, grandparents keep a family close at 

heart. To honour this selfless love and to pay gratitude to the strong foundation of the family, the young 

learners of LPW celebrated the Grandparents Day with great vigour and enthusiasm. This year the virtual 

celebration had a twist where our beloved grandparents sang soothing bhajans, shared stories and fables 

with children. All the grandparents participated in the celebration with great gusto. It was amazing to see 

their level of energy and love for their grandchildren. We take pride in saluting the root of our family. 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 

The famous proverb “Health is Wealth” means health is the most significant wealth, not money. 

Attainment of this real wealth is in our hands by adopting a healthier lifestyle with equal emphasis on 

healthy diet, personal hygiene, a regular fitness regime and meditation followed up regular medical check-

ups and use of naturopathy. In order to highlight the importance of good health and inculcation of the 

healthy habits of self-care within our learners from a young age, the LPW had conducted a poster making 

competition on the topic ‘Health is Wealth’. Students exhibited the excellent craftsmanship and created 

vibrant and colourful poster highlighting the slogan for healthy habits and the poster so created were par 

excellence. 



 

 

  

 

 

 

 
Special Assembly Today a Reader Tomorrow a Leader 
 

'He that loves reading, has everything within his reach because books are uniquely portable magic.' 
 

To celebrate World Literacy Day and to accentuate the importance of reading books in the young learners a virtual 
assembly on 'Today a reader, tomorrow a leader 'was conducted by class 2D. Students highlighted the importance of 
having a special dedicated reading corner in our houses by giving virtual tour of their reading corners .It was followed by 
an act where students talked  about role of good books in shaping lives of some famous personalities, like A P J Abdul 
Kalam, Bill Gates etc. It was followed by a skit which urged nonreaders to grab a book and experience the difference 
themselves. A puppet show based on famous book of Dr. Seuss - Yertle The Turtle enthralled everyone. LPW Incharge, Dr. 
Renuka Rawat appreciated the efforts put in by students and motivated everyone to adopt the practice of having a family 
reading time together. Principal Ms. Luthra applauded wonderful message of the assembly put forth by the students, 
sensitizing everyone about the importance of good reading habits.  



  

 

 

 

 

Class 2E presented an assembly on " Teamwork Makes the Dream Work" to convey a significant message that Teamwork is a 

fuel that enable us to learn from one another and foster creativity. It helps us in maximizing shared knowledge and 

expanding new skill sets. Assembly started with Ganesh Vandana followed by beautiful thoughts and Dohas.  Importance of 

teamwork in Sports and how the fingers of our hand work together to do our daily work was beautifully depicted through 

poem in English and Hindi respectively.  We find teamwork in nature as well, this was beautifully depicted through a skit 

where it was shown how different body parts work together for the smooth functioning of the system of our body. An 

informative skit on how we can keep our house and surroundings clean, if we work together as a team, was also presented. 

The assembly ended with a mesmerizing dance performance. School Principal Ms. Swarnima Luthra and Incharge Dr. Renuka 

Rawat appreciated the efforts put in by students. 



  

 

 

 

 

Accidents do happen; make first aid your best mate. 

 

With this thought the young learners of ASN, Lower Primary Wing celebrated the World’s First Aid Day. Students were 

sensitized about the importance of first aid and how simple measures can prevent a big disaster. Students were apprised 

with various items of first aid kit. They made a beautiful Pictionary of the things used for first aid. 



 

  

 

 

 

Keeping this festive spirit high in our young learners the LPW organised diya decoration and bandhanwar 

decoration activity. Children showed their excellent craftsmanship and decorated beautiful diyas and 

candles with exquisite designs using waste decorative material available at home. Children also made 

lovely bandhanwar, exhibiting our roots to our tradition of celebrating the festival of lights.  



 

 

 

   

  

Speaking Activity 

खेल खेल में सीखें   के्ल से पे्ल 

Tweets  
from the  

Classroom 

SUBJECT 
ENRICHMENT 
ACTIVITIES 

GRADE 1 

Creative Connect – Word Builder 

Learning Abacus and Bingo Activity on 

Subtraction 



         

Tweets  
from the  

Classroom 

SUBJECT 
ENRICHMENT 
ACTIVITIES 

GRADE 2 

Number Ninjas Maths activity 

गतिविधि  - हमारे सहायक  

EVS Activity on Time  

Maths Activit on Properties of Subtraction 

Leaf Art Activity 

English Activity on Pronouns  

Art Integrated Activity on Verbs  



    

 

 

 
 
For fostering scientific learning in early childhood, active, hands-on learning is very important. And this 

can best be achieved through experiential learning. ‘Science Experiment Fun’ is an integral part of the 

activities designed under the ‘Thematic Club’ of the Lower Primary Wing, to promote discovery and 

learning. The children are viewed as active learners and not just passive recipients of knowledge and are 

given various opportunities to learn and experiment. In connection with the concept of ‘Moving Air’ the 

children understood various properties of Air by self-exploration via fun experiments. When they 

explored the properties of air, they discovered that air occupies space, has weight and exerts pressure. To 

connect to the fact that Air is needed for burning they observed the candle blowing off after a while if 

covered with a glass. These simple air experiments helped the kids have a visual demonstration of the 

concepts. It was indeed learning while having fun! 



  

 

 

 

 

 

FARM TO PLATE: 

Food is one of the most important necessity of life. It provides us with the energy and nutrition needed 

for daily living. It evokes a primary connection between the earth and human health. It has cultural, 

environmental, economic, and social implications. To understand the importance of each grain of food 

that we eat and the labour behind it, the young learners of LPW were introduced to the topic ‘Farm to 

Plate’ under Eco Lesson. The students were sensitized about the journey that our food made, from sowing 

a seed to getting delicious food on our table. Students enjoyed watching the google voyager and videos 

wherein they learnt about the various parts of the world where different food is grown and how does this 

food reach our plate. 



  

 

 

 

Earth - the planet which provides all the resources for all the living being to live and sustain. We are 

sharing this planet with animals, and it is time that we should learn the diversity of the planet and explore 

different habitats like forest, mountains, ocean, and deserts. In order to understand the significance of 

diversity and recognising the fact that various plants and animals have specific needs and live in special 

homes, the students of LPW created the animal diorama. Students designed beautiful dioramas using old 

waste products and spoke about the different types of animals and their habitat. It was indeed a pleasure 

for eyes to see the young learners engrossed in exploration and research task to create their animal 

diorama. 



  To sensitize students towards the need to encourage 
equality and to promote global peace the LPW conducted 
series of activities under the theme Global Peace. Student 
watched various videos and stories on peace and 
understood the importance of being polite. To culminate 
the activities, children drew the peace symbols in their 
scrap file. 

 

With the world fast changing it is imperative to 
inculcate 21st century skills in our learner. We in 
LPW believe that early the start better the 
results. Hence to hone the skills of 
collaboration, critical thinking, organising, and 
budgeting the students wrote the details 
required for organising a party in their scrap 
file. They created some beautiful birthday cards 
and to top it all they prepared a birthday meal 
without flame. Students not only enjoyed these 
activities, but they also understood about the 
effort required in organising any event. 



  

 

 

 

Germs R Not for Sharing 

Germs and germs are everywhere but are not meant for sharing... In order to inculcate the healthy 

hygiene habit in such unprecedented times the young learners of LPW were sensitized about the 

importance of washing cleaning hands and keep the germs at bay. Students were apprised about the ill 

habit of not washing hands properly and how the germs get transferred by just touching. Thereafter 

students enthusiastically participated in 'Germs are not for Sharing' activity and learnt about the 

importance of washing hands properly to be safe and keep surroundings safe. 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

MAYA DWIVEDI, Class I E 

AARADHYA SARASWAT, Class II D 

Anika Sharma, Class I A 



 

 

 

Potpourri 

Wishing you a Happy, Safe, Harit Diwali 


